Induction and assessment of muscle pain, referred pain, and muscular hyperalgesia.
Muscle pain can be induced and assessed experimentally by a variety of methods. Ischemic and exercise-induced muscle pain are typical endogenous pain models; external stimulation with mechanical, electrical, and chemical modalities constitute the exogenous models. These models are a good basis to study the muscle sensitivity, muscle pain responses under normal and pathophysiologic conditions, and drug efficacy on specific muscle pain mechanisms. When evaluating muscle pain in clinical or experimental settings, it is important to assess parameters related to the pain intensity, pain quality, referred and local distribution, and the deep tissue sensitivity in local and referred areas. The experimental test paradigm must include different stimulation modalities (multimodal) to obtain sufficiently advanced and differentiated information about the human nociceptive system under normal and pathophysiologic conditions because the different stimuli activate different receptors, pathways, and mechanisms. This may be a useful approach in future mechanism-based classification and treatment of muscle pain. Similarly, the multimodal approach is important in clinical studies to provide evidence for which specific muscle pain modalities and mechanisms are affected and how they are modulated by pharmacologic approaches.